
  

I finally can explain why Majora's Mask is the only good

Zelda game & it's something I've known since I was like 7 but

could never explain. 

It takes place outside of "Hyrule" -- in "Termina"-- which is the "End of the World"-

- it takes place in the Telos of the story in Ocarina of Time-- & "Skull Kid" is you--

the player-- who was possessed by Majora in playing Ocarina of Time. Ganondorf is

absent in MM. 

What you realize is that the Game's Directive was Majora's Mask-- you were

possessed by it-- & the Game Majora's Mask is you coming to this realization &

returning Termina to its state before you put on Majora's Mask-- it's very Prospero

like in its ending. 

The Mask Salesman is "Absolute Spirit" in Majora's Mask-- & it should be called

"The Legend of Skull Kid"-- because Skull Kid is Zelda in Majora's Mask-- do you

see??? 

See? It was just you playing with Majora's Mask (Majora's Mask is "playing as Link

in the Legend of Zelda")-- you recognize that this is merely an image, an idol. That

is the final scene of the game.

You really complete the game by trading in the entirety of the "images of

souls"/masks you have found for the fierce deity mask which represents Absolute

Self-Consciousness to sublate Majora's Mask (Subjective Spirit)-- very beautiful

game! 

Majora's Mask is the Anti-Zelda game-- it is the only good Zelda game because

Zelda games are bad games. 
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"You shouldn't have played Ocarina of Time" 

It would have been super epic if the Fierce Deity mask was Ganondorf's Face though

tbh that would have perfected it. 
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Reddit Pantheism vs Reality

The "delimited" cosmos is a myth--

mainstream "science" has a "flat

earth" understanding of deep space

& literally believe that the edge of
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Ganondorf did nothing wrong. The

Legend of Zelda is about being a

spy/specops collaborator with the

hereditary aristocracy to usurp the

revolutionary dictatorship of
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Usually this means "China owns the

semiconductor industry" but Nick

means "Genetic experimentation on

civilians"-- so Nick is actually a huge

supporter of Biden's DARPA-H

initiative & the unrolling of total

"gene therapy" program that we're
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our instruments' vision determines

the edge of all reality lmaooooo look

how they worship the Cyclops eye!

Read 5 tweets

Ganondorf.

lmao wow

Read 9 tweets

living thru rn wrt "vaccines"

Read 4 tweets

"Analytical rigor and a system for

proving meaning" "You can make

any text mean what you want" lol

His statement has no content or

substance-- he is saying "I don't like

the reading of the text provided by

this midwit who shouldn't' be

considered an authority"-- I would

agree-- but the rest is just cope,

Read 4 tweets
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It's gonna be hilarious when the 21st

century ends with a new ice age &

Atlantis rising from the Sea.

[screenshot this for 22nd

centuroomers]

"Global Warming leads to an Ice

Age" is the consensus-- so it's

almost like Nature is already

Read 4 tweets
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I love the PHD guys on here who get

mad that I just tweet my thoughts

about stuff instead of "curating my

publishing in a professional

respectable academic manner"--

they love their little rituals, their

calculated poses etc

"Bro you can't just say we need a

more Hegelian metaphysics to

Read 4 tweets
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